Clinical utility of genotyping resistance test on determining the mutation patterns in HIV-1 CRF01_AE and subtype B patients receiving antiretroviral therapy in Hong Kong.
HIV-1 genotypic resistance test (GRT) has been widely used to monitor HIV infection but only few reports revealed the mutation patterns of non-B HIV-1 subtypes. To evaluate the concordance of GRT and clinical treatment outcomes on different HIV-1 subtypes and monitor the mutation patterns and frequencies. Pre- and post-treatment plasma samples from 123 patients (39 treatment naïve and 84 treatment experienced) were tested by ViroSeq HIV-1 Genotyping System followed by analysis using the Stanford HIV database. The mutation patterns and frequencies developed in the pol gene were compared among subtypes. HIV-1 subtypes among patients in Hong Kong were mainly subtype B and CRF01_AE. Primary mutation was not detected among all pre-treatment samples. For post-treatment samples, primary mutations were only detected in the treatment failure group. The mutation patterns and frequencies were similar between CRF01_AE and subtype B viruses. However, the frequencies of L74V/I and K103N in the reverse transcriptase region were different between CRF01_AE and subtype B viruses. VirtualPhenotype was unable to analyze an in-frame insertion of arginine and isoleucine at protease codon 35 of one CRF01_AE isolate. This is the first report to demonstrate the high degree of concordance of longitudinal genotyping data and clinical treatment outcome in patients harboring different HIV-1 subtypes. Our findings shed light to the emergence of resistance mutations and its testing in CRF01_AE, which is relevant to other prevailing places in Asia.